Product Offerings Summary
Technology/Supplier Overview
Wizzard Software is pleased to offer speech technologies from AT&T and IBM. Our
speech technology suppliers have both been pioneers with speech technology and are
corporate icons of American innovation. The target market for these speech
technologies is enormous and extremely diverse, including just about any application
that has some point of human contact. A summary of the technologies that Wizzard is
offering follows our Licensing Model Overview.
Wizzard Licensing Model Overview
Our Offerings are designed to for Developers to speech enable their applications
by adding automatic speech recognition and /or text-to-speech to their products,
and our Licensing Agreements are modeled for this environment. SDKs are
available with “internal usage only” licensing, and may be purchased at the
Wizzard Website or through Wizzard Sales. Any deployment or distribution of
speech technologies or wavefiles requires additional licensing, with terms and
prices based on volume and the environment (runtime, port, wavefile). For quotes
and/or information regarding term/conditions, please contact Wizzard Sales.
Developer Products Overview (Details are available with each product on our web
site)
Enable your desktop or telephony server applications to Speak using AT&T
Natural Voices for Windows or Linux. Our offering includes a Software Developers Kit
(SDK) for internal use and volume based licensing models (runtime, port based or
wavefile) for deployment/distribution with your product.
Enable your desktop applications to Speak using IBM ViaVoice text–to-speech
for Windows or Linux. Our offering includes a Software Developers Kit (SDK) for
internal use and volume based licensing models (runtime) for deployment/distribution
with your product.
Enable your desktop applications to recognize speech using IBM ViaVoice
Dictation or Command/Control for Windows. Our offering includes an SDK for
internal use and volume based licensing models (runtime) for deployment/ distribution
with your product. IBM Specialty Vocabularies for General Medical or General Legal
may be added to improve speech recognition accuracy in these environments, or the
advanced developer can use the Topics Factory (in the SDK) to create supplemental
vocabularies to be added to the standard, or the medical or legal specialty vocabularies.

Make your IBM ViaVoice Desktop Dictation enabled applications more
Accessible to users with VoiceNet roving speech profile by Wizzard. Our
VoiceNET Roving Speech Profile offering (nicknamed “Rover”) was created by
Wizzard Software to provide a utility that allows IBM ViaVoice for Windows users to
access their voice files (i.e. profile) from any workstation within a network.
Simplify and Accelerate the integration of speech-to-text and/or and text-tospeech into your applications with Voice Tools by Wizzard. Our offering is
an award winning set of ActiveX controls and objects that allow you to quickly and easily
add speech recognition and text-to-speech to your applications. You can make voice
dictation, command/control and voice response an integral part of your application by
dropping these award winning ActiveX controls into your development environment
(Visual Basic, Visual C++, etc).
Enable your server based applications to convert voice audio into text using
WizzScribe (Voice to Text Server) powered by IBM ViaVoice .
WizzScribe is a server based implementation that converts audio from a variety of
sources into text for a wide range of application uses. Powered by IBM’s proven and
sophisticated large vocabulary voice recognition technology, WizzScribe applies that
powerful technology to 21st century business environments by leveraging
server architecture to add mobility, flexibility and scalability, thus opening up the
applicability of this powerful technology to an exploding list of uses that go
far beyond the traditional mind set associated with dictation technology.
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